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Clean,Green Energy
-"-tThe Geysers ,:.Beneath Our Feet:

California

The Geysers in
California

Pacific

"You drill a well fat The Geysers] and iust pute steam comes pouring out of acean

the ground. and you don't have to do anything except run it through a turbinel'

-Dr. David Blackwell of Southern Methodist University's Geothermal Lab

"Enhanced Geothermal Systems could be the'killer app' of the energy world!'

-Dan Reicher, Director of Climate and Energy Initiatives for Coogle.org,

which is funding geothermal energy research

ln 1847, explorer William
Bell Elliott was hunting
grizzly bears in the hills of
northern California when
he stumbled into a bizarre

valley full of hissing jets of
steam, sputtering sulfurous

vents, and bubbling hot
springs. He likened the
scene to "the ruins of a
recently burned city" and'
"the gates of hell:"

A century and a half
lateri the spouting vapors in
this region that he named
"The Geysers" are provid-
ing renewable energy for
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modern residents of the region. For in these hills north of
San Francisco, just beyond the wineries of the Napa and

Sonoma valleys, rocks deep underground get so hot that
water turns to steam. By tapping into these reservoirs of
trapped steam, engineers at a complex of geothermal

power plants-also called The Geysers-are producing

enough electricity to power nearly a million homes.

Geothermal energy (from the Greek geo for
"Earth" and therme for "heat") is thermal energy from

below Earth's surface. At the site of The Geysers, magma

(molten rock) rises relatively close to the surface, keeping

the underground rock unusually hot. A geyser is a

location where hot water and steam spout out of the

ground, forced up naturally by pressure. There are,

strictly speaking, no geysers at the site of The Geysers-
only fumaroles, spouts of steam or other gases. Yet since

1921, people have tapped this area for its geothermal

energy by extracting steam

created by the under-
ground heat and using it to
turn turbines to generate
electricity. Today lhe 22
power plants at The

Geysers generate more
geothermal power than
anywhere else in the world.

However, there was a

problem. The power plants
were drawing up steam
more quickly than it was

being replenished under-
ground, and although the
plants returned some water
to the ground, they were

gradually depleting the subterranean reservoirs. Power
production peaked in 1987 and then began declining as

the groundwater supply dwindled.
ln response, the managers began to import treated

wastewater from surrounding communities and injea it
into the ground. The idea was to replenish the aquifer to
sustain the steam supply, while also doing a service for
the communities. These effort+-the first of their kind in

the world-seem to be working. The injected water has

replenished the groundwater supply, and power genera-
tion is proceeding apace at stable levels.

Another problem has emerged, though: earthquakes.

Extracting steam from underground and pumping
water into the ground changes subterranean pressures

in ways we cannot accurately predict-and changing
pressures can cause earthquakes. lndeed, since the 1970s

the area has been beset with flurries of small earthquakes
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(called microearthquakes). No major quake has struck the
region yet, but many people fear one csuld.

ln recent years, the company that owns most of
the plants has embarked on a multi-million_dollar
effort to drill new wells and enhance production.
California's government has mandated that the state,s
utilities obtain fully one-third of their energy from
renewable sources by the year 202A. The Geysers
already provide one-fourth of California,s renewable
energy, so they will be a vital part of this effort.

ln 2009, engineers from one company were drilling
deeply into the ground at The Geysers, pursuing 
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strategy called Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS).
EGS seeks to harness more power from more places by
drilling more deeply, pumping in fluid that cracks the
rocks and becomes readily heated, and then drawing
up the heated fluid. However, in Europe some EGS
projects have been shut down after they appeared to
generate earthquakes. At The Geysers, the project
proceeded amid public concern over earthquakes but
was suspended when the drill got stuck less than
halfway to its intended depth.

As we try to move away from fossil fuels and begin
powering our society with clean renewable energy, we
are looking to the sun, to the wind, to the waves, and
to the geothermal energy right beneath our feet. But if
the price of abundant geothermal power is more earth_
quakes, that's a price we might not want to pay. We can
hope and expect that more scientific study, creative
technology, and public input can help us surmount the
challenges that lie between our fossil fuel economy of
today and the renewable energy future of tomorrow.
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(ieothermal heating arises from the interplay of rock, water,
lnd heat. It involves geology, chemistry, and energy, ancl it is a
process that takes place on a large scale. Environmental scien-
tists regularly study these tlpes of processes to un<lerstand how
our planet works. Because all large-scale processes are made up

of small-scale components, however, environmental science_
the broadest of scientific fields_rnust also stucly small
phenomena. At the smallest scale, an unclerstanding of.matter
itself h.elps us to ftrlly appreciate all the processes of our world.

All material in the universe that hn, .os and occupiel
space-solid, liquid, and gas alike_is termed matter. In our
cluick tour of matter in the pages that follow, lve examine types
of matter and some of the important ways they inter#_
phenomena that together we term chemistry. Once you exam-
ine any environmental issue, you will likely discover chemistry
playing a central role. Chemistry is crucial for understanding
how gases such as carbon ciioxide and methane contribute to
global climate change, how pollutants such as sultur dioxide
and nitric oxide cause acid rain, and how pesticides and other
compotinds we release into the environgrent atfect the health
of wildlife and people. Chemistry is central, too, in under_
standing water pollution and wastewater treatment, hazardous
waste and its cleanup and disposal, atmospheric ozone deple-
tion, and most energy issues. Moreover, countless applications
of chemistry can help us address environmental problems.

Matter is conserved
To appreciate the chemistry involved in environmental science,* -::! O.U* with a grasp of the fundamenrals. Matter may be
transformed from one type of substance into others, but it can_
not be created or destroyed. This principle is referred to as the
law of conservation of matter. In environmental science, this
principle helps us understand that the amount of matter stays

;onsiant 
as it is recycled in nutrient cycles and ecosystems

(pp. l 15, 122). It also makes clear that we cannot simply wish
away the matter (such as waste and pollution) that we want to
eliminate. Any piece of garbage or drop of spilled oil or billow of
smokestack pollution or canister of nucleai waste that we dis-
pose of will not simply disappear. lnstead, we will need to take
responsible steps to mitigate its impacts.
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Atoms and elements are chemical
building blocks
Ihe geothermally heated water that rises up irs steam at The
Geysers is made up of hydrogen and o"ygrn, each of which
is an element. An element is a firndam.nlal rype of matter,
a chemical substance with a given set of prnperties, which can_
not be broken down into substances with other properties.
Chemists currently recognize 92 elements occurring in nature,
as well as more than 20 others that they have created in the lab.
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Earth's crust
Oxygen (O),49.52o

Silicon (Si),25.79lo

Aluminum (Al),7.4%

Iron (Fe),4.7%

Calcium (Ca),3.6'94

Sodium (Na), 2.82o

Potassium (K), 2.6,/o'.

Magnesium (Nlg), Z. t,/o

Other. 1.6%

Oceans

Oxygen (O),8s.3%

Flydrogen (H), I1.0./o

Chlorine (Cl), 1.9n6

Sodium (Na), t.lZo

llirgnesiurn (Mg), 0. l,Zo

Sulfur (S), 0. l%

Calcium (Ca), <0. tyo

Potassium (K), <0. l9lo

Bromine (Ilr), <0.lZo

Air
Nitrogen (N),78.1yo

Oxygen (O), 21.0%

Argon (Ar),0.9,,6

Other, <0,1%

0rganisms

Oxygen (O),65.0%

Carbon (C), 18.5%

llydrogen Gl),93%
Nitrogen (N),:.:y"

C'alcium (Ca), I.S%

Phosphorus ( P), 1.0%

Potassium (K),0.1%

Sulfirr (S),0.32o

()ther,0.57o


